
1. Privacy Policies
The owner of The Website and / or Platform is “Liquid Latam Ltd.” (“LL'') , a British Virgin

Islands (“BVI") corporation, formed on June 18th, 2019, with Registration Number 2015591,

Legal Entity Identifier (LEI) 984500FAFDU63B3DEC77, with Registered Address located at

Craigmuir Chambers, Road Town, Tortola, VG 11100, BVI. By using this Platform, you agree

to the Privacy Policy of the Platform ("The Platform"). The Privacy Policy refers to the

collection and use of personal information that you may provide to ALL through your

conduct on the Platform. LL reserves the right, at its sole discretion, to modify or eliminate

parts of this Privacy Policy at any time. We do not make any representations about

third-party websites or Platforms that may be linked to The Platform.

LL recognizes the importance of protecting the privacy of the information collected about

the users of the Platform. This Internet Privacy Policy regulates the way in which your

personal information, obtained through the Platform, will be treated.

2. Ownership of Company Information
The Websites and / or Platform owned by LL, or any of its related entities, contain designs,

logos, trademarks and other elements owned by LL or authorizing third parties. The User

acknowledges said ownership and understands that he does not acquire any rights over

them, nor can he modify or make use of them. Trademarks may not be used by any third party

without the express written consent of LL Likewise, the User is not authorized to use, in any

other website or Platform, the trademarks of LL as links without his prior written consent,

nor copy, distribute, publish or transmit, in any way, the content incorporated in the Web

sites or Platforms by LL.

3. Information Collected
The nature of the information that LL collects may be of a personal nature (e.g. name,

address, date of birth, gender, email address, address, identity document, telephone, email,



bank information, financial information, etc.). To make use of said information, LL will request

authorization from the owner of the same, stating the purposes for which it will be used.

When you access or use the Platform, LL automatically collect the following information

about you:

● Log Information: LL log information about your use of the Platform, including the

type of browser you use, access times, and your IP address.

● Device Information: LL collects information about the computer or mobile device

you use to access the Platform, including the hardware model, operating system and

version, unique device identifiers and mobile network information.

● Location Information: LL may with your consent collect information about the

location of your device each time you access or use one of our Platforms.

● Information Collected by Cookies and Other Tracking Technologies: LL use various

technologies to collect information, and this may include sending cookies to your

computer or mobile device. Cookies are small data files stored on your hard drive or

in device memory that help us to improve the Plattform and your experience. LL may

also collect information using web beacons (also known as “tracking pixels”). Web

beacons are electronic images that may be used in our Services or emails and help

deliver cookies, count visits, understand usage and campaign effectiveness and

determine whether an email has been opened and acted upon.

4. Use of information
LL will make use of the information collected to carry out operations through the Platform

through its different functions. Said data will also be used to send information via email and /

or SMS messages about offers, products, Newsletters or references that may be interesting.



LL will use your information, among other things, for the following: a) to provide you with the

information, products and Services that you have requested; b) to carry out any transaction

you are carrying out with us; c) to fulfill any contractual obligation we have with you; and / or

to comply with a legal or regulatory obligation; d) For improvements to the LL services: 1) to

guarantee that the content of the Platform is provided to you in the most efficient way; 2) to

administer The Platform and for internal business administration and operations, including

technical service, data analysis, testing, research, and for statistical and survey purposes; 3)

to contact you for customer service purposes and any other reason that we deem necessary;

4) to inform you about changes to our services; 5) as part of our efforts to keep our site safe

and secure; 6) To provide you with information about other services offered by LL; 7) to send

you promotional material or contact you for promotional purposes, sweepstakes, contests,

among others. If you do not want your personal information to be used for promotional

purposes, please contact us using the information provided below.

5. Conservation of your Information
LL will keep your information only for as long as it is necessary to fulfill the purposes for

which we process the information, as indicated in this Privacy Notice. The records can be

kept in various multimedia formats (physical or electronic), all in accordance with the

provisions of the rules and regulations to which LL is subject by virtue of its activity.

The retention periods are determined based on the type of registry, the nature of the registry

and the activity of the legal or regulatory obligations applicable to said registries. Normally,

the Personal Data collected in compliance with our legal obligations is kept for 5 years.

However, LL may keep your Personal Data for longer periods when such action is necessary

to comply with a legal obligation to which it is subject, or to protect your interests or those of

a third party, when we have a legitimate interest to do so or we are not required by any

judicial authority.



6. Security
LL constantly strives to guarantee the security, integrity and privacy of all personal

information provided in the Platform, constantly reviewing and updating its security

measures; Furthermore, however, no data transmission over the Internet can be guaranteed

as completely secure. LL will endeavor to take all reasonable measures to protect all personal

information transmitted. LL, its employees and contractors who provide services related to

information systems are obligated to respect the confidentiality of any personal information

held by LL. However, LL is not responsible for events derived from unauthorized access to

your personal information.

LL adheres in its processing of personal data received from the EU to the EU-U.S. Privacy

Shield Framework Principles established by the U.S. Department of Commerce and the

European Commission.

7. Rights over your Data
As a User of the Platform you have certain rights in accordance with the provisions of the

applicable Federal Law on Protection of Personal Data: (a) Right to Information and Access:

You have the right to be informed about how we treat your Personal Data, as well as their

origin, establishing in this Privacy Notice our obligation to provide such information. (b)

Right of Rectification: You have the right to rectification of your inaccurate Personal Data,

and to complete the Personal Data about you. You can also request that the processing of

such information be restricted. The accuracy of your information is vital to LL. If you do not

want your Personal Data to be used in accordance with the provisions of this Privacy Notice,

or you need to inform us of any changes to your Personal Data, or you wish to obtain

additional information about the way in which we collect your Personal Data, please contact

Contact us using the information indicated in this Privacy Notice.



8. Links to other Websites or Platforms
LL may or may provide links to third-party websites or Platforms. These linked sites or

Platforms will not be under the control of LL. Before disclosing your personal information on

any other Web site or Platform, sent to him suggests examining the terms and conditions of

use of this Web site or Platform and your privacy statement.

9. Contact Information
LL makes the email address available to the user: onboarding@solidusotc.com in order to

submit any comments on the Platform as well as our Privacy Policy.

10. Consent
The user, by making use of the LL Platform, is inherently expressing their agreement with the

terms of this Privacy Policy. However, when the legal basis for the processing of your

personal information is your consent, you have the right to revoke said consent at any time,

by contacting us using the information indicated in this Privacy Policy.

11. Contact and additional information

If you wish to obtain a copy of the Personal Data or wish to exercise any of your Rights as the

Owner of Personal Data as established in this Notice, or if you have questions related to this

Notice or in general about how we handle your Personal Data, please contact to

onboarding@solidusotc.com.

Similarly, you have the right to file a claim with the competent authority if we have not

responded within a reasonable period of time, or if your complaint was not satisfactorily

resolved.
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